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Colorists will encounter a spellbinding world of natural beauty in these 31 amazingly complex fractal

patterns. From a seashell's spiral to patterns formed by crystals and clouds, these full-page patterns

offer a variegated collection of designs inspired by butterflies, flowers, and other natural forms.

Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed

for experienced colorists, Insanely Intricate Phenomenal Fractals and other Creative HavenÃ‚Â®

adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also

an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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Brooklyn-based artists Mary Agredo and Javier Agredo sculpt, paint, collage, air brush, and "do art"

as often as they can.

Fantastic book!! This is insanely wonderful ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ I would recommend it for all colorisst

especially colorists to need a challenge or want a challenge ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ everything is so 3-D

. For markers, gel pens, pencils, you name it easy you can use it mixed media anything you want to

add to the images more depth and dimension then they Artie have ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Javier has

done a wonderful job creating this very enchanting book of pattern images that is not the same as



other pattern books It's just not ! I have worked on two of these beautiful "fractal" designs and I am

loving every one of them ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ I have enclosed two WIP images - I can't choose which

one I like better yet ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ I'm going to be giving them to my husband for his office

because I they are so intricate and are turning out beautifully - I think I want these FRAMED!! I've

been coloring them in pencil - but I think I may add marker for extra dimension ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ

we will see - it feels like the drawings just tell you themselves what's needed next ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ

that's a great asset to these "Phenomenal" Designs!I recommend this book for colorists of all ages

and experience - but for more experienced colorists I think you will have a better time with these

designs because they're very intricate and they're calming like a mandala because the patterns can

so beautifully repetitious I found myself getting lost in looking for the designs within the page! I love

them! And I didn't have even know what a "fractal" was to color them!! Thank you so much for the

advanced pages Javier ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ your book is incredible and I recommend it highly to

everyone!

AAA+

Gift. they loved it

Creative Haven is the ONLY coloring book I will buy now. Paper thick, printed on one page,

perforated. Great designs. From beginner to very intricate this is middle of the road. Not as good as

other in the Creative Haven line, but great for the $$

I LOVE Adult Coloring books that are intricate in design. This book however was very disappointing.

The designs don't really make much sense and they are extremely simple. Not very many pages

are in this book and it doesn't excite me at all. Wish I had never bought this book.

This is a GREAT book and I look forward to getting in to it. If you like crazy wild patterns you will

certainly like this coloring book. I am including a few pictures so you can see what its like. The book

has 31 designs varying in difficulty from moderate to challenging. Each design is printed on one side

of page (back side blank). Pages are perforated for easy removal. Paper is smooth, white, and

slightly thicker than normal paper. I use my books as master copies so have no information on how

different coloring mediums work on the paper. Will recommend this book to friends for sure!



So detailed I'm scared to start on one and make a mistake! Don't get me wrong this book is

amazing and it's a great one for those with a keen eye but I might must keep this black and white

Can't get enough of these! Love all the details and designs. Everything I have bought from Creative

Haven in Adult Coloring has been an excellent product!!!
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